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Who We Work With

Cambridge Retail Advisors (CRA) is an innovative and independent retail store and restaurant consulting
firm dedicated to providing superior service and enduring value to our clients. CRA combines its
consultants’ deep retail store and restaurant business knowledge and cross-functional capabilities to
deliver and implement client specific strategy, technology, and process solutions. The firm’s unique
combination of industry focus, knowledge-based approach, and rapid, end-to-end solution deployment
helps clients to achieve their maximum business potential.
Our Clients
Our firm

350 +

Restaurant, venue, and
entrainment Clients

82%

of customers are
repeat customers

Our people

Boston Main Streets Technology Initiative
• The BMSF Technology Initiative began one year ago with the mission of modernizing Main Street districts with
industry leading technology and businesses processes. In an economy defined by educated, customer centric
demand we knew this to be the best path for small businesses to compete in a global marketplace.

Technology
Selection
RFP’s were used to select
the best all around
software and hardware
vendors based upon
weighted criteria
Our team negotiated
rates which drove
savings and created long
term partnerships
Partners were required
in multiple fields
including: POS, ISP,
Business Mentoring, and
credit card processing

Pilot
Phase
With the support of the
BMSF and funded by an
endowment from
Citizens Bank, CRA
selected candidates to
receive our curated
technology package
Selecting candidates was
completed through a
collaborative
interviewing process

Assessment
Phase
The efficacy of the
program was determined
through three
benchmarks
• Post Implementation
surveys
• Diversity of candidates
• Net financial impact
(Analyzing changes in
sales and expenses)
• Assessment phase
was audited and
endorsed by MIT
Professor Karl
Seidman

Expansion
Phase
With proven success and
positive feedback from
project stakeholders, the
foundation granted two
supplemental
endowments
Today, the BMSF
Technology Initiative is
one of the most
publicized and touted
small business
development projects in
Boston.

Select Program Participants
• In addition to delivering on the core technology requirements of the program to 16 totals locations, we looked
to promote entrepreneurs with unique businesses that provide vibrance to the neighborhoods in which they
reside. Below is a sample of the restaurant locations we’ve worked with, representing what we hope is a great
diversity of people and locations.

Toasted Flats

Mission Hill Bar & Grill

Located in East Boston, Toasted
Flat’s mission to provide
healthy, fresh food quickly.
How We Assisted: POS, Cost
Reduction, Online Ordering,
Press Opportunities

Two-decade
family-owned
business neighborhood hub
serving a variety of classic
American fare inside a
beautifully designed space
How We Assisted: POS, Cost
Reduction, Press Opportunities

Food for the Soul
Grove Hall halal
restaurant serving
customer base
How We Assisted:
Reduction, Online
Press Opportunities

soul food
a diverse
POS, Cost
Ordering,

Blue Nile
Centre-South restaurant which
serves traditional homemade
Ethiopian fare
How We Assisted:
POS, Cost Reduction, Online
Ordering

Restaurant Testimonials:
Facing COVID-19 Head-on with
Technology
Renewed Operational Confidence

“Having been born and raised in Boston, the community has
done so much for me throughout my entire life. Now, it’s
important that I give back to my community and set an example
of what it’s like to be an entrepreneur. This program has not
only given me the understanding of what I need to run a
successful operation, but the confidence to do so. I truly
appreciate the patience and support the team has provided me
throughout the entire process. The relationship and
commitment is priceless.”
- Donnell Singleton, owner, Food for the Soul

Getting Online with eCommerce
“I would like to thank you all from the bottom of my heart for
allowing me and my brand to be a part of such an amazing
program. I am overjoyed and overwhelmed with emotions (all
positive lol). I can't stress enough how grateful I am, but I will
show you by working my hardest and achieving my goals with
your assistance. You guys have a life changing program,
especially for people such as myself, so I would just like to wish
you all the best, success and longevity! Anything you ever need
from me in the future please don't hesitate at all.”
- Samantha Anson, owner, Sam’s Spot

Better Customer Engagement
“It’s really important to me as a business owner that I balance a
positive employee and customer experience. Technology has
been critical to the success of being able to do so. Not only has
this program allowed me to deliver an ordering solution that’s
easy for my employees to use, but it’s also easy for my
customers. The program has improved my quality of life and has
ultimately allowed for the growth of my small business within
our community.”
-Dalila Vargas, owner, Toasted Flats

Project 1 – Restaurant Technology Initiative
• Technology Optimization is a term used to describe identifying and replacing core business technology
functions. These technology functions include: Point of Sale (POS), internet connection (ISP), and credit card
payment processors. Often small businesses lack the time and resources to make these key changes; our
program is executed without day-to-day business interruption within 4-6 weeks

Origin

Location

• City of Boston and
Boston Main Streets
Foundation

• City of Boston in 8 of
16 districts

Budget

Timeframe

• $150,000

• Tech Partner Selection – Completed Feb 2020
• Pilot Phase – Completed May 2020
• Assessment Phase – Completed Aug 2020
• Expansion Phase – Aug 2020 to today

Project 1 – Program Offering, Technology Optimization

New Point of Sale
(POS) Systems
Operation Cost
Reduction
Business Coaching
Online Ordering
Integration

• POS Hardware
• POS Software
• Internet Expense
• Credit Card Processing Expense
• 1-Hour CRA Consultations
• SCORE Mentoring
• Buy online pickup in store (BOPIS Functionality)

Project 1 – Key Performance Indicators (KPI)
• Key Performance Indicators provide insight through setting benchmarks used to understand program trends.
With this knowledge we not only understand how to more effectively meet program goals, but we also hone our
understanding of participants needs and how to deliver on them. The KPIs below are those mile markers we
feel are pivotal to our ongoing success.

KPI

CRA Activity

Implementation Time

Honed a comprehensive process
from lead referral to go-live

4-6 weeks to select a candidate and
complete full implementation

Online Ordering Revenue

Enable online commerce through
vendor partnerships

Over $100,000k in new online
ordering sales

Operating Cost Reduction

Decreased credit card processing,
internet and POS subscription rates

Averaged $2,500 in savings per
restaurant

Stakeholder Reporting

Weekly Stat Report to all stakeholders
on businesses and budget

Greater transparency and
communication

Business Surveys

Frequent surveys to candidates which
gauged satisfaction of program

Quantified program successes and
gaps needing attention

Result

Project 2 – Rapid Restaurant Website Development
• Websites are pivotal gateway for businesses to reach out to the world, often serving as a centralized hub of
activity. We encourage all program participants to take advantage of this service to either bolster SEO or create
an online space.

Origin

Location

• Website development is done in
Boston, though all sites can be
created and edited remotely.

• Ten Boston based merchants have
had their website created from
scratch or materially improved.
We have a team ready and
available to scale to create any
number of websites required.

Budget

Timeframe

• Rapid Website Development is a
$1,000 add-on service to the
Technology Initiative. This
service includes the new custom
website, support training, and
integration services (Social Media
and eCommerce)

• Websites can be developed and
launched within two weeks of
kickoff. Milestones includes
purchasing the domain name,
editing, design, and launch.

Project 2 – Website Example, Jalloh African Market

http://jallohafricanmarket.com/

• Above is a live website that we created with the owner of Jalloh African Market. The process from
purchasing the domain, gathering photography, site designing, and publishing took 2 weeks.
• All work is completed in house by the Cambridge Retail Advisors team.

Project 2 – Website Creation Process
• Websites can be up and running within two weeks, if approached in a collaborative manner.

Website Creation Process
1.

Explain the simple design process and
benefits of the end website

2.

Purchase the desired domain name

3.

Set manageable goals with clear
timeframes

4.

Gather content for the website and
determine look/feel
(see Free Website Design Form)

5.

Collect media such as photos and video
(Schedule photographer if required)

6.

Link Social Media
(if applicable)

7.

Link online selling platforms
(if applicable)

8.

Review website with business owner
prior to publishing live

9.

Publish site and encourage business
owner to incorporate their new website
into their marketing plan

10. Handoff website to business owner and
encourage frequent edits!

Free Website Design Form

Project 2 – Key Performance Indicators

KPI

CRA Activity

Speed of Website Development

Multi-step onboarding process

Five websites built from scratch
Five other websites optimized

Online Ordering/eCommerce
integration

Partner with technology vendor to
add online ordering link to site

Website as a sales vehicle

Web Traffic

SEO with google analytics and the
use of contact sheets

Ability to analyze traffic, some
businesses increasing 100%

Result

Program Risks

Participant Limitations

Language Barrier

• Timely responses from the business
owners are the biggest variable in
determining how quickly a tech
solutions can be implemented.
Delays also impact throughput of
other projects, potentially slowing
interviews and implementations.

• Communicating with non-English
speaking entrepreneurs can present
a challenge. This issue can lead to
misunderstanding
business
requirements which can lead to
final products not meeting business
needs.

Lack of Internet

Vendor Limitations

•

• Nothing is more crucial than
guaranteeing
support
post
implementation. Vendors unable to
resolve participant technical issues
are operationally deficient.

Business owners must have an
internet connection post website
development in order to do future
updates and manage their account.
Updates range from menu updates
and account details.

Program Risk Mitigation

Participant Support

Open Language Format

• Our participant selection process is
designed to choose candidate able
to be responsive throughout the
engagement.

• We have contracted with foreign
language expects to provide expert
translations for all documentation.
Non-English speakers are not a risk,
but rather an opportunity for much
needed diversity.

Internet Access

Vendor Support

• Our ISP partner can provide the
best pricing for residential and
commercial
internet.
Public
internet and mobile internet is also
available for those with limited or
no home internet access.

• All partner vendor selections were
weighed with support as the most
important aspect of their offering.
We look for 24/7 support, and
organizations of size and statue
able to support operations as long
as they ’re in business.

BMSF Leadership Testimonials

“This is one of the best programs I’ve seen during my tenure as Boston Main Streets
Foundation Board Chairman. Cambridge Retail Advisors has been responsive,
dedicated and easy to work with. This has been a transformational initiative that
has provided a lifeline to retail and restaurant owners around the city of Boston
during this COVID-19 pandemic.”

- Joel Sklar, Chairman, Boston Main Streets Foundation

“The BMSF Technology Initiative resulted in the creation of a valuable product to
improve business management, reduce business costs and implement ecommerce.”

- Karl Seidman, MIT Urban Studies Professor and Founding
Member of BMSF

Partners and Resources

Cambridge Retail Advisors

Lightspeed & Toast

• Dedicated
implementation
team
providing:
Project
Management,
Reporting, Measurement & Analysis,
Technical
Expertise,
Restaurant
Expertise

•

Point-of-Sale vendors with high end
features including eCommerce, Analytics,
and Inventory Management

•

No further software selection is required,
Lightspeed and Toast have the support
capabilities for all future candidates in
the program

SCORE

Comcast

• SCORE’s mission is to foster vibrant
small business communities through
mentoring and education. With the
nation’s largest network of volunteer,
expert business mentors, SCORE has
helped
more
than
11
million
entrepreneurs since 1964.

• Our ISP partner works with customers
to drive savings on internet / voice /
security packages.
• Comcast has published articles out our
partnership nationally

Key Takeaways
•

Over the past year, COVID-19 has presented extraordinary challenges
to Massachusetts small businesses trying to keep their doors open. It
is with those challenges in mind that our program was designed,
tested, and proven to mitigate effects of an everchanging economic
landscape

•

At its core, we address the crucial issues facing entrepreneurs through
free access to world class technologies, strategies to cut costs, and
partnerships building long-term sustainability and business skills

•

Our two projects, the Restaurant Technology Initiative and Rapid
Website Development Initiative, can be deployed quickly and
customized to meet your communities needs

•

If you have any questions, we welcome them in the allotted Q&A time
and at your convenience via email or an individual consultation

•

We look forward to working with your community!

Technical Assistance for
Food Service & Restaurant
Small Businesses
Michael Aparicio
Revby LLC
Boston, MA

ABOUT REVBY LLC

• Boston-based small business consultant and
technical assistance provider, with a focus on
micro-enterprises
• Provides support through municipalities,
economic development organizations, and
directly with small businesses in the US.
• Certified Minority Business Enterprise (MBE)

Michael Aparicio
Founder & Principal Consultant
Revby LLC

Case studies
1. Provide Small Business
Technical Assistance for Food
Service & Restaurant
Businesses
2. Repositioning Resources and a
City-wide Network of
Providers to Create
Workshops and Provide Oneon-One TA to Help Restaurant
Businesses Gain Access to
Funding

Case Study 1: Provide Small Business Technical Assistance for
Food Service & Restaurant Businesses
Part of a larger TA program. A particular focus is placed on the Food and
Restaurant industry given its vital importance to the local economy and
the often-greater need by those who own food businesses.

Origin / Location

Budget

• Boston, MA

• High ($700,000).
Workshops can range from $1000+ (single
workshops) to tens of thousands for
workshop series. One-on-one TA costs vary

• City of Boston’s Office of Economic
Development – Small Business Unit

• Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
funding

Timeframe

COVID-19 Impact

• Short term – 3 years

• Working safely during COVID-19: Restaurants
and Food Service Businesses.
• Restaurant business resilience: online
presence and use of third-party platforms

Case Study 1: Provide Small Business Technical Assistance
for Food Service & Restaurant Businesses

Process

Key Performance
Indicators

• Gain buy in from the business owner
on the project plan during the first
meeting.

• One-on-One TA: Action plans created,
tangible deliverables created, # of new
entrepreneurs that successfully start a
new business, # of business owners that
stabilize their business, # of business
owners that grow their business
(revenue, customers, employees)

(by Revby as TA Provider)

• Use the first meeting to build rapport
and trust with the business owner.
• Focus sessions on open brainstorming
and the introduction of subject matter
that includes the use of technology
that can save time, increase brand
awareness, and increase customer
acquisition.
• Collaboratively produce a tangible
deliverable that reflects discussion
take-a-ways and actionable next steps.

• Workshops: # of workshop attendees,
either live on Zoom, live on Facebook, or
those that view the recording
afterwards; # of new small business
owner relationships, # of businesses
that reach out for one-on-one TA.

Case Study 1: Provide Small Business Technical Assistance
for Food Service & Restaurant Businesses

Sample of Goals & Outcomes
Business owners and new entrepreneurs
learn how to:
• Write a business plan for their
Food/Restaurant business.
• Create and manage their online presence.
• Create and utilize their own customer
data to be less dependent on highcommission delivery platforms.
• Leverage tech tools in practical ways.
• Build resilience.

Photo credits (from top left, counterclockwise): Sweet Teez Bakery; Toasted Flats, Little Pecan Bistro, Quicksilver Baking
Co, MoRockin Fusion, Recreo Coffee.

Case Study 2: Repositioning Resources and a City-wide Network
of Providers to Create Workshops and Provide One-on-One TA
to Help Restaurant Industry Businesses Gain Access to Funding

Origin / Location

Budget

• Bronx, NY

• No additional budget.

• NYC Industrial Business Services Providers
(IBSPs) whose mandate shifted to help
any business requiring assistance with a
focus on minority owned and LMI (lowmoderate income) businesses

• Initiative utilizes partner organizations
already city funded and are authorized to
re-allocate resources and alter programs
to adapt to a crisis.

Timeframe

COVID-19 Impact

• Less than one month.

• Expand access to the Restaurant
Revitalization Fund

• Timeframe for technical assistance
work ranges from 1 hour to a few
days. Length of program activity is
dependent on funding availability
(e.g., Restaurant Revitalization
Fund)

• Help new restaurants that were ready to
open in early 2020 but couldn't because of
COVID-19

Case Study 2: Repositioning Resources and a City-wide Network of
Providers to Create Workshops and Provide One-on-One TA to Help
Restaurant Industry Businesses Gain Access to Funding

Key Performance
Indicators

Key Goals and
Outcomes

• Turnaround time of business
assessment to verify eligibility
to relevant programs.

• Build awareness and provide
access to funding programs
and technical assistance that
may be available from other
sources (e.g., federal funding
sources or other sources)

• Key performance indicators are
evaluated by numbers of
business getting access to
funding and total amount of
funding

• Provide technical assistance on
application processes through
one-on-one TA and workshops

Restaurant
Support Program
Case Study 1 - Bloomfield

Case Study 1
•

The Business Recovery Team recognized the importance of supporting the local restaurants and the small business community throughout the pandemic
period and now that the recovery period has started with vaccination rates increasing and restrictions lessening. The town realized that ongoing and
continuing support was critical. Development and town officials needed to offer quick responsive support to the community ’s restaurants, many of which
were small locally-owned, and in some cases failing fast.

Origin

Budget

KPI’s

• Bloomfield Economic
Development Covid-19
Business Recovery Program

• Low Budget – Consultant ’s
time

• Sales generation, business
recovery & growth

Timeframe

Risk

Partners & Resources

• Short-term and (Long-term)
Ongoing

• Low risk for restaurants, buy-in
from community

• Economic Development,
Planning /Zoning, Covid Business
Recovery Team, Chamber, Media,
Local restaurants, property owners

Diagnostic

• Restaurants were one of the hardest hit business sectors
• Support was needed for restaurants that would generate business to an industry in flux – sit-down restaurants had to do a 180° pivot
in how they served customers, switching to mainly take-out, establishing online ordering capabilities.
• It’s no surprise that pizza and QSR (Quick Service Restaurants) were for the most part weathering the pandemic best. This is their
business model.
• Outdoor dining became the norm as we saw sidewalks, parking lots/spaces and alleys transformed into patios where there once were
none.
• Restaurant sales, like other small businesses, were non-existent, down over 50%, mandated to or voluntarily closed, switched to takeout, only 25%...only 50% capacity with social distancing – for some it was an impossible model to work and survive through.
• The importance of an ongoing effort to support our Downtown small businesses and in particular, restaurants is critical post-COVID as
in many of our communities' restaurants represent 40-50% of the Downtown businesses and employ many that live in the local
community.

Action Plan – Develop the Support Plan
•

•
•
•
•

Develop a Communication Plan to communicate with the restaurants
What forms of communication will be utilized
Messaging strategies – keeping in mind that you are helping them to thrive
– keep it positive and supportive
Get Input – Survey, calls
Create Contact Lists – with EMAILS

•

Develop a Marketing Plan to support the restaurants

•

Host Webinars – Industry experts and local restauranters

•

Keep businesses informed on programs, informational webinars, funding, and
policy updates. In one case, the restaurant owner did not understand the
differences between SBA loans, PPP funding, and grants.

•

Share resources & knowledge – Share ideas and best practices
• if it works for another restaurant or community chances are it will work in
yours.

•

Be accessible – virtual, by phone or in-person

•

Offer one-on-one business support consultations

•

Work with the owners through town policies and regulations – this was
critical when the outdoor seating issues came up – regulations were changed
swiftly, and fees were waived to accommodate a quick response – in CT
municipalities were given 7 days to approve outdoor dining requests from
restaurants. Before COVID this type of approval could have taken months.

•

Towns have recognized that this is the new normal for restaurants and have
begun to enact long-term regulations to embrace outdoor dining and other
zoning issues that have arouse from the pandemic.

Back East and Hooker Breweries in Bloomfield needed to expand and create outdoor patios

Marketing-Event & Promotion Support

• In the case of Bloomfield – the restaurants
were all supported through the marketing
efforts – whether they were national chains
or locally-owned.
• It was key to remember that that these
restaurants and small businesses were
supporting our community through their
hiring of the local community, and it was
now the community’s turn to “Order Up”
from them.
• Detail on the program for the campaign
shown will be detailed in the next Case
Study presented.

Communication/Messaging Support for Restaurants

• Communication is key – not only for the restaurant’s patrons, but to their
landlords, vendors and suppliers. How your restaurants are messaging &
targeting customers is vital. Some examples of the messages for the restaurants
were:
• Safety is key and top of mind – expect this consumer behavior to continue.
• The importance of supporting “Local” is important to your customers now more
than ever
• Earning back your customers trust – loyalty bonuses for eating in; thank you on
menu
• Creative specials at off hours to spread out business
• Stay Upbeat – Thank you’s are important; staff attentiveness
• Consistent Hours
• Monitoring of online search engines (yelp, google updates)
• Online Ordering Capabilities were critical –Door Dash, Resy, ChowNow – some
subscription-based
• Internal & External Communications
• Signage - welcoming

Informational Support

• Webinars, Informational Eblasts, Linking to
Town’s website, Sharing relevant information

Informational Support & Tracking

• Keep the restaurants informed
• Tracking to ensure your communications are
working

Communication Tools

• Surveys are a great way to get feedback from
your restaurants and small businesses – they can
be candid it their responses.
• Here we partnered with the Chamber to get the
survey distributed. In addition to our mailing
lists we were able to utilize theirs to expand our
reach.

Partnering with Local Media

COVID has taught us that as community leaders, we
must be the support system to strengthen,
communicate with and support our Downtown
restaurants and small businesses - not only today
but tomorrow.

Restaurant
Recognition Programs
Case Study 2 - Bloomfield

Case Study 2
• The Business Recovery Team recognized the importance of supporting the local restaurants throughout the pandemic period and now post-COVID

Origin

Budget

KPI’s

• Bloomfield Economic
Development Covid-19
Business Recovery Program for
Restaurants

• Low Budget – EDC/Town
staff/Consultant ’s coordination
time – cost of gift cards to
restaurants for giveaways

• Sales generation, business
support and recognition

Timeframe

Risk

Partners & Resources

• Short-term and (Long-term)
Ongoing

• Low risk for restaurants, buy-in
from community

• Economic
Development/Municipality, Covid
Business Recovery Team, Local
restaurants, local media

Diagnostic

• Diagnostic was reviewed in our first Case
Study – this will detail the promotional
aspects and the plan developed to
support the restaurants – during and
post-COVID
• At the onset of the pandemic, the
uncertainty and unknowns for
businesses were devastating – tens of
thousands of restaurants closed across
the country.
• Development and town officials needed
to discover creative ways to generate
recognition of the community’s
restaurants, many of which were small
locally-owned, and in some cases failing
fast.
• Realization that this could not be a oneoff promo - ongoing and continuing
support was critical.

Action Plan

A plan was developed to:
• Communicate with the restaurants and the community
• Create recognition of the number and variety of
restaurants available within the community
• Encourage community support
• Entice the community to “Eat Local”
• Create excitement about the restaurants by offering a
chance to win
• Develop a comprehensive contact list of restaurants for
both the Town and the customers to utilize
• Continue ongoing support the restaurant community
and small business community for the duration of the
pandemic and post-pandemic.

Order Up Bloomfield Campaign

• Communicate through a variety of media
• #BEatLocaltoWin

Post-Covid Support

It is important to recognize that restaurants and small
businesses will need continuing support post-COVID. As
the cities and towns begin to enter this next phase and as
people venture out more the challenges to the restaurant
community are still being felt.
Here we show that continuation through the campaign for
restaurants that was developed to coincide with a Summer
celebration - “Celebrate Bloomfield 2021.” This campaign
gives the restaurants two (2) ways to participate:
• By setting up on the Town Green during the
celebration and
• By running restaurant specials during the week
leading up to the celebration.
As additional incentives to the restaurants – free
advertising and waiving of participation fees was offered
to them.
The need for continued support to the restaurant industry
is evident.

A virtual information session was held for restaurants and for those that could
not attend, the information was sent out to them.

